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Notebook safety box: a real safe
The wall mount Notebook Safety/Security Box by  
TECHLY PROFESSIONAL  is the ideal solution to store 
and protect your Notebook in a school - or conference 
room environment or similar. This is the indispensable 
complement for interactive whiteboards (IWB). 

convenience: When the box is closed it safeguards 
your notebook and all your IWB accessories, when open, 
it becomes a practical support for using the notebook 
with your IWB. Power supply and connection cables can 
be easily stored in its lower compartment. 

Safety: Both compartments are equipped with a security 
key lock (model ICRLIM01) or high-end tubular key (model 
ICRLIM02). Flap with double hinge and two pistons 
guarantee total safety. The interior is equipped with 
protective pads and fixing band to protect your notebook.

Versatility: This product is compatible with any laptop 
with a screen size up to 19”.

Accessories: Power strip with 4 UNEL sockets with 
overload protection (sold separately under P/N I-CASE 
M10-4).

Made in italy produced in compliance 
with the ISO 9001:2008 standard
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Features:
 Wall mount Notebook safety/security cabinet, provides secure  

 storage for most notebooks up to 19” and accessories 
 (mouse/cables/power supply), ideal for schools and conference  
 room environments.
 Flap 54 x43 cm with double hinge and two gas pistons for  

 safety use.
 The folding shelf can be used as a support for the notebook and is  

 equipped with a fixing band for securing the device before closing. 
 Lower compartment for storage of power supply 

 and connection cables. 
 Internal shelf for markers, remote controls and mouse; 

 ready for installing a 10” power strip; protective pads inside.
 Equipped with security key lock (model ICRLIM01) 

 or high-end tubular key (model ICRLIM02). 
 Structure in epoxy painted steel, 

 thickness 1.5 mm, color gray RAL 7035  

Features:
 Power strip 10” 4 UNEL sockets 

 and 16A plug CEI23-16 
 Power cable H05VV-F 3G 1.5mm² - 2m
 With overload protection 
 Voltage supported: 220-250 Vac 16A
 Maximum load capacity: 3.5Kw
 Dimension: 262 x 44.4 x62 mm

code l mm D mm h mm color

icrlim01 596 127 596 grey

icrlim02 596 127 596 grey

P/N: I-CASE M10-4
Power strip 10” 4 UNEL sockets

Dimension
 Width: 59.6 cm
 Height: 59.6 cm
 Depth with door closed: 12.7 cm
 Depth with door opened: 54.5 cm
 Depth with second compartment opened: 18.5 cm
 Depth internal shelf: 6 cm
 Size notebook shelf: 54 x 43 cm

recommended accessories:


